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5UCCL55 Training Wins
—Your Future Employer KNOWS

Al 1 LICANT : I ni looking tor a position as bookkeeper.” Business
Man : What can you do? ’ Applicant: ‘'I have never ‘filled a posi—------- —

tion,’ but I’m a graduate of SUCCESS BUSINESS COLLEGE and there’s 
my percentage slips on the subject.” ..Business ..Man : “That’s ..sufficient.
Their course of training is the most thorough and efficient of any. You can 
report in the morning.” This is an example of how SUCCESS training 
wins. Our record of graduates filling the better positions is the best proof 
we can offer.

— ■ A New Term Begins Every Monday

Success business College
Tenth Avenue and Main Street.
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Phone : Fairmont 2075
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At Spencer’s a Mafn Gets a Smart Coat for
as Little as $25.00

Either a Stylish Ulsterette or a Big Winter Great Coat

It is really astonishing how successful we have been in assembling such smart coats at such favorable 
^ prices.

COATS THAT HAVE QUALITY OF MATERIAL TO RECOMMEND THEM 
DISTINCTLY FINE MAKING MIGHTY SMART STYLES

Our overcoat values at $25.00 to $45.00 deserve to be the first investigated by the man who has a coat, to 
buy tomorrow. The*descriptions given here art1 gathered from actual coats in stock, i ou w ill recog- 
hizc them readily from these details, and such coats as are mentioned, we believe, have no competitors

at the price.
A SMART "SLIP-ON COAT, in a three-quarter length. A VERY SMART COAT, in dark brown subdued check,

with slashed pockets and semi-lined. A nice medium three-quarter length, slash pockets, halt-lined, cutf
weight coat in a dark brown, with a faint red plaid sleeve. A coat ot rare quality.............................$37.50
pattern ......................................................................... . $25.00 ^ GREY CHECK TWEED COAT in belted style, fully

A HEAVY GREY BLANKET COAT, in slip-on style. " line(1 ...............................  $35.00
w'irnw-îm'1 i’v'Sth' semi-lined, slash pockets A ^ -PROGRESS" DOUBLE-FACED PLAID LINED
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DAVID SPENCER LIMITED
TTrWeTtTnT^iân Maoarina for the OFFICE, the STUDY, and the HOME


